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1. Introduction
The problem of determining conditions under which all of the roots of a
given real polynomial lie in the open left-half complex plane is one of funda-
mental importance in the study of stability of a dynamic system [1]. This
problem has intrigued researchers for more than a hundred years now and one
of the earliest solutions, and the most widely known one, is the criterion of
Routh–Hurwitz. There are several other equivalent conditions for ascertaining
the Hurwitz stability of a given real polynomial (see [1] for a detailed discus-
sion). Of these, the Hermite–Biehler theorem has recently been instrumental in
studying the robust parametric stability problem, i.e., the problem of guar-
anteeing that the roots of a given Hurwitz polynomial continue to lie in the left-
half plane under real coecient perturbations [2,3].
The Hermite–Biehler theorem states that a given real polynomial is Hur-
witz i it satisfies a certain interlacing property [1]. When a given real poly-
nomial is not Hurwitz, the Hermite–Biehler theorem, as currently known,
provides absolutely no information about its root distribution. In this paper,
we present generalizations of the Hermite–Biehler theorem to real polyno-
mials which are not necessarily Hurwitz stable. These generalizations are not
only of academic interest but also have practical implications in control
theory.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide a statement of
the Hermite–Biehler theorem as well as some equivalent characterizations. In
Section 3, we state the relationship between the net phase change of the
‘‘frequency response’’ of a real polynomial as the frequency x varies from 0 to
1 and the numbers of its roots in the open left-half and open right-half
planes. In Section 4, we derive generalizations of the Hermite–Biehler theorem
applicable to the case where the test polynomial has no zeros on the imagi-
nary axis. Section 5 shows that the identical theorem statement can
accommodate the presence of imaginary axis zeros, provided they are not at
the origin. In Section 6, we modify the theorem statement to handle the
presence of one or more zeros at the origin. An example verifying the theorem
statement is also provided. Finally, Section 7 contains some concluding re-
marks.
2. The Hermite–Biehler theorem
In this section, we first state the Hermite–Biehler theorem which provides
necessary and sucient conditions for the Hurwitz stability of a given real
polynomial. The proof can be found in [1]; see also [4,5] for an alternative
proof using the Boundary Crossing Theorem. We also refer the reader to [6] for
several results related to the Hermite–Biehler theorem.
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Theorem 2.1 (Hermite–Biehler theorem). Let ds  d0  d1s     dnsn be a
given real polynomial of degree n. Write ds  des2  sdos2 where des2,
sdos2 are the components of ds made up of even and odd powers of s, re-
spectively. Let xe1 , xe2 ; . . . denote the distinct non-negative real zeros of deÿx2
and let xo1 , xo2 ; . . . denote the distinct non-negative real zeros of doÿx2, both
arranged in ascending order of magnitude. Then ds is Hurwitz stable if and only
if all the zeros of deÿx2, doÿx2 are real and distinct, dn and dnÿ1 are of the
same sign, and the non-negative real zeros satisfy the following interlacing
property
0 < xe1 < xo1 < xe2 < xo2 <    2:1
In this paper, our objective is to obtain generalizations of the above theorem
for real polynomials that are not necessarily Hurwitz. To clearly understand
what it is that we are trying to generalize, we provide below some alternative
characterizations and interpretations of the Hermite–Biehler theorem. To do
so, we first introduce the standard signum function sgn : R! fÿ1; 0; 1g de-
fined by
sgnx 
ÿ1 if x < 0;
0 if x  0;
1 if x > 0:
8><>:
Lemma 2.1. Let ds  d0  d1s     dnsn be a given real polynomial
of degree n. Write ds  des2  sdos2 where des2, sdos2 are the com-
ponents of ds made up of even and odd powers of s, respectively. For every
frequency x 2 R, denote djx  px  jqx where px  deÿx2,
qx  xdoÿx2. Let xe1 , xe2 ; . . . denote the non-negative real zeros of
deÿx2 and let xo1 , xo2 ; . . . denote the non-negative real zeros of doÿx2,
both arranged in ascending order of magnitude. Then the following conditions
are equivalent:
(i) ds is Hurwitz stable.
(ii) dn and dnÿ1 are of the same sign and
n 
sgnd0  fsgnp0 ÿ 2 sgnpxo1  2 sgnpxo2      ÿ1mÿ1
2 sgnpxomÿ1  ÿ1m  sgnp1g for n  2m;
sgnd0  fsgnp0 ÿ 2 sgnpxo1  2 sgnpxo2      ÿ1mÿ1
2 sgnpxomÿ1  ÿ1m  2 sgnpxomg for n  2m 1:
8>>><>>>:
2:2
(iii) dn and dnÿ1 are of the same sign and
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n 
sgnd0  f2 sgnqxe1 ÿ 2 sgnqxe2  2 sgnqxe3      ÿ1mÿ2
2 sgnqxemÿ1  ÿ1mÿ1  2 sgnqxemg for n  2m;
sgnd0  f2 sgnqxe1 ÿ 2 sgnqxe2  2 sgnqxe3      ÿ1mÿ1
2 sgnqxem  ÿ1m  sgnq1g for n  2m 1:
8>>><>>>:
2:3
Proof. (1) (i) () (ii).
We first show that (i) ) (ii).
By the monotonic phase property of Hurwitz polynomials, we can show that
the plot of djx  px  jqx must move strictly counterclockwise and goes
through n quadrants in turn as x increases from 0 to1 [5]. For Hurwitz ds,
the plots of djx are illustrated in Fig. 1.
From Fig. 1, it is clear that
for n  2m
sgnd0  sgnp0 > 0
ÿ sgnd0  sgnpxo1 > 0
..
.
ÿ1mÿ1sgnd0  sgnpxomÿ1 > 0
ÿ1msgnd0  sgnp1 > 0
2:4
and
Fig. 1. Monotonic phase increase property for Hurwitz polynomials ds.
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for n  2m 1
sgnd0  sgnp0 > 0
ÿ sgnd0  sgnpxo1 > 0
..
.
ÿ1mÿ1sgnd0  sgnpxomÿ1 > 0
ÿ1msgnd0  sgnpxom > 0
2:5
From (2.4) and (2.5), it follows that (2.2) holds.
(ii) )(i)
Let xo0  0 and for n  2m, denote xom  1. Eq. (2.2) holds if and only if
sgnpxolÿ1 and sgnpxol are of opposite signs for l  1; 2; . . . ;m. By the
continuity of p, there exists at least one xe 2 R;xolÿ1 < xe < xol such that
pxe  0. Moreover, since the maximum possible number of non-negative real
roots of p is m, it follows that there exists one and only one xe 2 xolÿ1 ;xol
such that pxe  0, thereby leading us to the interlacing property.
(2) (i) () (iii).
The proof of (2) follows along the same lines as that of (1). 
Remark 2.1. The interlacing property in Theorem 2.1 gives a graphical inter-
pretation of the Hermite–Biehler theorem while Lemma 2.1 gives an equivalent
analytical characterization.
Note that from Lemma 2.1 if ds is Hurwitz stable then all zeros of px
and qx must be real and distinct, otherwise (2.2) and (2.3) will fail.
We now present an example to illustrate the application of Theorem 2.1 and
Lemma 2.1 to verify the interlacing property.
Example 2.1. Consider the real polynomial ds where
ds  s7  5s6  14s5  25s4  31s3  26s2  14s 4:
Then
djx  px  jqx;
where
px  ÿ 5x6  25x4 ÿ 26x2  4;
qx  xÿx6  14x4 ÿ 31x2  14:
The plots of px and qx are shown in Fig. 2. They show that the polynomial
ds satisfies the interlacing property.
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Also
xe1  0:43106; xe2  1:08950; xe3  1:90452;
xo1  0:78411; xo2  1:41421; xo3  3:37419;
and
sgnp0  1; sgnpxo1  ÿ1; sgnpxo2  1; sgnpxo3  ÿ1:
Now ds is of degree n  7 which is odd and
sgnd0  sgnp0
 ÿ 2 sgnpxo1  2 sgnpxo2 ÿ 2 sgnpxo3  7;
which shows that (2.2) holds.
Also, we have
sgnqxe1  1; sgnqxe2  ÿ1; sgnqxe3  1; sgnq1  ÿ1
so that
sgnd0  2 sgnqxe1
 ÿ 2 sgnqxe2  2 sgnqxe3 ÿ sgnq1  7:
Once again, this verifies (2.3).
Fig. 2. The interlacing property for a Hurwitz polynomial.
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To verify that ds is indeed a Hurwitz polynomial, we solve for the roots of ds:
ÿ 0:5 1:3229j ÿ 0:5 0:8660j
ÿ 1 j ÿ 1
We see that all the roots of ds are in the left-half-plane so that ds is Hurwitz.
Now consider djx  px  jqx as illustrated in Fig. 3. From Fig. 3, we
know that the polynomial ds is not a Hurwitz polynomial because it fails to
satisfy the interlacing property. However, it is logical to ask: does Fig. 3
provide us with any more information about ds, beyond whether or not it is
Hurwitz? As it turns out it is possible to know the number of right-half plane
roots of ds from the above graph. This motivates us to derive generalized
versions of the Hermite–Biehler theorem for not necessarily Hurwitz polyno-
mials. This is carried out in Sections 3–6.
3. Signature and net accumulated phase
In this section we develop, as a preliminary step to the generalized Hermite–
Biehler theorems, a fundamental relationship between the net accumulated
phase of the frequency response of a real polynomial and the dierence be-
tween the numbers of roots of the polynomial in the open left-half and open
right-half planes. To this end, let C denote the complex plane, Cÿ the open left-
half plane and C the open right-half plane.
Fig. 3. Interlacing property fails for non-Hurwitz polynomials.
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In the beginning, we focus on polynomials without zeros on the imaginary
axis. Consider a real polynomial ds of degree n
ds  d0  d1s d2s2      dnsn; di 2 R; i  0; 1; . . . ; n; dn 6 0;
such that djx 6 0 8x 2 ÿ1; 1.
Definition 3.1. Let l and r denote the numbers of roots of ds in Cÿ and C,
respectively. Then the signature of ds denoted by rd is defined as
rdD lÿ r:
Since
n  l r
it follows that rd and n uniquely determine l and r, and hence the root
distribution of ds. Now for every frequency x 2 R, djx is a point in the
complex plane. Let px and qx be two functions defined pointwise by
px  Redjx, qx  Imdjx.
With this definition, we have
djx  px  jqx 8x:
Furthermore hxD\djx  arctan qx=px . Let D10 h denote the net
change in the argument hx as x increases from 0 to1. Then we can state the
following lemma [1]:
Lemma 3.1. Let ds be a real polynomial with no imaginary axis roots. Then
D10 h 
p
2
rd:
4. Generalizations of the Hermite–Biehler theorem: no imaginary axis roots
In this section, we focus on real polynomials with no imaginary axis roots
and derive two generalizations of the Hermite–Biehler theorem by first devel-
oping a procedure for systematically determining the net accumulated phase
change of the frequency response of a polynomial. We first recall that at any
given frequency x, the phase angle of djx is given by
hx  tanÿ1 qx
px :
Hence the rate of change of phase with respect to frequency at any given
frequency x is given by
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dhx
dx
 1
1 q2x=p2x
_qxpx ÿ _pxqx
p2x
 _qxpx ÿ _pxqx
p2x  q2x : 4:1
If px and qx are known for all x, we can integrate (4.1) to obtain the net
phase accumulation. However, to calculate the net accumulation of phase over
all frequencies it is not necessary to know the precise rate of change of phase at
each and every frequency. This is because, we know that every time the polar
plot djx makes a transition from the real axis to the imaginary axis or vice
versa, there can be at most a net phase change of p=2 radians. The actual
sign of the phase change can be determined by examining (4.1) at the real or
imaginary axis crossing of the djx plot. Since at a real or imaginary axis
crossing, one of the two terms in the numerator of (4.1) vanishes and the de-
nominator is always positive, the actual determination of sign of the phase
change becomes even simpler.
Now, given any polynomial ds of degree greater than or equal to one,
either the real part or the imaginary part or both of djx become infinitely
large as x! 1. However, if we wish to count the total phase accumulation
in integral multiples of axis crossings, it is imperative that the frequency re-
sponse plot used approach either the real or imaginary axis as x! 1. To
accomplish this, one can normalize the plot of djx by scaling it with 1=f x
where f x  1 x2n=2. Since f x does not have any real roots, this scaling
will ensure that the normalized frequency response plot df jx 
pf x  jqf x actually intersects either the real axis or the imaginary axis at
1, while at the same time leaving unchanged the finite frequencies at which
djx intersects the real and imaginary axes. The subsequent development in
this paper makes use of the normalized frequency response plot for deter-
mining the net accumulated phase change as we move from x  0 to x  1.
Here it should be pointed out that our normalized frequency response plot is
analogous to the well-known Mikhailov plot [7] for Hurwitz polynomials.
As in Section 3, we consider a polynomial ds of degree n
ds  d0  d1s d2s2      dnsn; di 2 R; i  0; 1; . . . ; n; dn 6 0;
such that djx 6 0 8x 2 ÿ1; 1.
Let px, qx, pf x, qf x be as already defined and let
0  x0 < x1 < x2 <    < xmÿ1
be the real, non-negative distinct finite zeros of qf x with odd multiplicities. 3
Also define xm  1.
3 The function qf x does not change sign while passing through a real zero of even multiplicity;
hence such zeros can be skipped while counting the net phase accumulation.
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Then we can make the following simple observations:
1. If xi, xi1 are both zeros of qf x then
Dxi1xi h 
p
2
sgnpf xi
 ÿ sgnpf xi1  sgnqf xi : 4:2
2. If xi is a zero of qf x while xi1 is not a zero of qf x, a situation possible
only when xi1  1 is a zero of pf x and n is odd, then
Dxi1xi h 
p
2
sgnpf xi  sgnqf xi ; 4:3
3. sgnqf xi1  ÿ sgnqf xi ; i  0; 1; 2; . . . ;mÿ 2: 4:4
Eq. (4.2) above is obvious while Eq. (4.4) simply states that qf x changes sign
when it passes through a zero of odd multiplicity. Eq. (4.3), on the other hand,
can be directly traced to Eq. (4.1).
Using (4.4) repeatedly, we obtain
sgnqf xi   ÿ1mÿ1ÿi  sgnqf xmÿ1; i  0; 1; . . . ;mÿ 1: 4:5
Substituting (4.5) into (4.2), we see that if xi, xi1 are both zeros of qf x then
Dxi1xi h 
p
2
sgnpf xi
 ÿ sgnpf xi1  ÿ1mÿ1ÿi  sgnqf xmÿ1: 4:6
The above observations enable us to state and prove the following theorem
concerning rd.
Theorem 4.1. Let ds be a given real polynomial of degree n with no roots on the
jx axis, i.e., the normalized plot df jx does not pass through the origin. Let
0  x0 < x1 < x2 <    < xmÿ1 be the real, non-negative, distinct finite zeros of
qf x with odd multiplicities. Also define xm  1. Then
rd 
fsgnpf x0 ÿ 2 sgnpf x1  2 sgnpf x2      ÿ1mÿ1
2 sgnpf xmÿ1  ÿ1msgnpf xmg  ÿ1mÿ1
sgnq1 if n is even;
fsgnpf x0 ÿ 2 sgnpf x1  2 sgnpf x2      ÿ1mÿ1
2 sgnpf xmÿ1g  ÿ1mÿ1sgnq1 if n is odd:
8>>>>>><>>>>>:
4:7
Proof. First, let us suppose that n is even. Then xm  1 is a zero of qf x. The
desired expression, i.e. the first one in (4.7), now follows by repeatedly using
(4.6) to determine D10 h, applying Lemma 3.1, and then using the fact that
sgnqf xmÿ1  sgnq1.
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Now let us consider the case in which n is odd. Then xm  1 is not a zero of
qf x. Hence,
D10 h 
Xmÿ2
i0
Dxi1xi h D1xmÿ1h

Xmÿ2
i0
p
2
sgnpf xi
 ÿ sgnpf xi1  ÿ1mÿ1ÿisgnqf xmÿ1
 p
2
sgnpf xmÿ1  sgnqf xmÿ1 using 4:6 and 4:3: 4:8
Applying Lemma 3.1, and then using the fact that sgnqf xmÿ1  sgnq1,
the desired expression follows. 
We now state the result analogous to Theorem 4.1 where the signature rd
of a real polynomial ds is to be determined using the values of the frequencies
where df jx crosses the imaginary axis. The proof is omitted since it follows
along essentially the same lines as that of Theorem 4.1.
Theorem 4.2. Let ds be a given real polynomial of degree n with no roots on the
jx axis, i.e., the normalized plot df jx does not pass through the origin. Let
0 < x1 < x2 <    < xmÿ1 be the real, non-negative, distinct finite zeros of pf x
with odd multiplicities. Also define xm  1. Then
rd 
ÿf2 sgnqf x1 ÿ 2 sgnqf x2      ÿ1mÿ2
2 sgnqf xmÿ1g  ÿ1msgnp1 if n is even;
ÿf2 sgnqf x1 ÿ 2 sgnqf x2      ÿ1mÿ2
2 sgnqf xmÿ1  ÿ1mÿ1sgnqf xmg  ÿ1m
sgnp1 if n is odd:
8>>>>>><>>>>>:
4:9
Remark 4.1. It is easy to verify that Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 essentially generalize
Lemma 2.1, parts (ii) and (iii) to the case of not necessarily Hurwitz polyno-
mials. It is precisely in this sense that Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 are generalizations
of the Hermite–Biehler theorem.
5. The generalized Hermite–Biehler theorem: no roots at the origin
In this section, we extend Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 so that ds is now allowed
to have non-zero imaginary axis roots. Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 show that the
expressions in the statements of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 are still valid for this
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case. We will present a detailed proof of only Theorem 5.1; the proof of
Theorem 5.2 follows essentially along the same lines and is, therefore, omitted.
Theorem 5.1. Let ds be a given real polynomial of degree n with no roots at the
origin. Let 0  x0 < x1 < x2 <    < xmÿ1 be the real, non-negative, distinct
finite zeros of qf x with odd multiplicities. Also define xm  1. Then
rd 
fsgnpf x0 ÿ 2 sgnpf x1  2 sgnpf x2      ÿ1mÿ1
2sgnpf xmÿ1  ÿ1msgnpf xmg  ÿ1mÿ1
sgnq1 if n is even;
fsgnpf x0 ÿ 2 sgnpf x1  2 sgnpf x2      ÿ1mÿ1
2 sgnpf xmÿ1g  ÿ1mÿ1sgnq1 if n is odd:
8>>>>><>>>>:
5:1
Proof. Now, ds can be factored as
ds  dosdesd0s;
where dos contains all the jx axis roots of ds with odd multiplicities, des
contains all the jx axis roots of ds with even multiplicities, while d0s has no
jx axis roots. Also dos and des must necessarily be of the form
dos 
Y
io
s2  a2io
nio ; aio > 0; nio P 0; nio is odd; and a1 < a2 <   
des 
Y
ie
s2  b2ie
nie ; bie > 0; nie P 0; nie is even:
The proof is carried out in two steps. First, we show that multiplying d0s by
des has no eect on the expression (4.7). Thereafter, we use an inductive
argument to show that multiplying desd0s by dos also does not aect (4.7).
Step I: Define
d0s  desd0s

Y
ie
s2  b2ie
nie d0s: 5:2
We want to show that d0s satisfies (5.1).
Now define
d0jx  p0x  jq0x;
d0jx  p0x  jq0x;
so that p0x, p0x, q0x, q0x are related by
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p0x 
Y
ie
ÿx2  b2ie
nie p0x; 5:3
q0x 
Y
ie
ÿx2  b2ie
nie q0x: 5:4
Let 0  x0 < x1 < x2 <    < xmÿ1 be the real, non-negative, distinct finite
zeros of q0f x with odd multiplicities. Also define xm  1. First let us assume
that d0s is of even degree. Then, from Theorem 4.1, we have
rd0  fsgnp0f x0 ÿ 2 sgnp0f x1  2 sgnp0f x2      ÿ1mÿ1
 2 sgnp0f xmÿ1  ÿ1msgnp0f xmg  ÿ1mÿ1sgnq01:
Now, from (5.4), it follows that xi; i  0; 1; . . . ;mÿ 1 are also the real, non-
negative, distinct finite zeros of q0f x with odd multiplicities. Furthermore,
from (5.3) and (5.4), we have
sgnp0f xi  sgnp0f xi; i  0; 1; . . . ;m;
sgnq01  sgnq01:
Since rd0  rd0, it follows that the first expression of (5.1) is true for d0s
of even degree. The second expression of (5.1), corresponding to d0s of odd
degree, can be verified by proceeding along exactly the same lines.
Step II: Proof by Induction:
Let j  1 and consider
d1s  s2  a21n1
Y
ie
s2  b2ie
nie d0s
 s2  a21n1d0s: 5:5
Now define
d1jx  p1x  jq1x
so that p1x, p0x, q1x, q0x are related by
p1x  ÿx2  a21n1 p0x; 5:6
q1x  ÿx2  a21n1 q0x: 5:7
Let 0  x0 < x1 < x2 <    < xmÿ1 be the real, non-negative, distinct finite
zeros of q0f x with odd multiplicities. Also define xm  1. First let us assume
that d0s has even degree. Then, from Step I, we have
rd0  fsgnp0f x0 ÿ 2 sgnp0f x1  2 sgnp0f x2      ÿ1mÿ1
 2 sgnp0f xmÿ1  ÿ1msgnp0f xmg
 ÿ1mÿ1sgnq01: 5:8
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Now, from (5.7), it follows that xi; i  0; 1; . . . ;mÿ 1; a1 are the real, non-
negative, distinct finite zeros of q1f x with odd multiplicities. Let us assume
that xl < a1 < xl1. Then, from (5.6) and (5.7), we have
sgnp0f xi  sgnp1f xi; i  0; 1; . . . ; l;
sgnp0f xi  ÿ sgnp1f xi; i  l 1; l 2; . . . ;m;
sgnp1f a1  0;
sgnq01  ÿ sgnq11: 5:9
Since rd1  rd0, using (5.8) and (5.9), we obtain
rd1  fsgnp1f x0 ÿ 2 sgnp1f x1  2 sgnp1f x2
     ÿ1l2 sgnp1f xl  ÿ1l12 sgnp1f a1  ÿ1l2
 2 sgnp1f xl1      ÿ1m2 sgnp1f xmÿ1  ÿ1m1
 sgnp1f xmg  ÿ1msgnq11;
which shows that the first expression of (5.1) is true for d1s of even degree.
The second expression of (5.1), corresponding to d1s of odd degree, can be
verified by proceeding along exactly the same lines. This completes the first step
of the induction argument.
Now let j  k and consider
dks 
Yk
io1
s2  a2io
nio
Y
ie
s2  b2ie
nie d0s: 5:10
Assume that (5.1) is true for dks (inductive assumption). Then
dk1s 
Yk1
io1
s2  a2io
nio
Y
ie
s2  b2ie
nie d0s
 s2  a2k1nk1dks: 5:11
Now, define
dkjx  pkx  jqkx;
dk1jx  pk1x  jqk1x;
so that pk1x, pkx, qk1x, qkx are related by
pk1x  ÿx2  a2k1nk1 pkx; 5:12
qk1x  ÿx2  a2k1nk1 qkx: 5:13
Let 0  x0 < x1 < x2 <    < xmÿ1 be the real, non-negative, distinct finite
zeros of qkf x with odd multiplicities. Also define xm  1. First let us assume
that dks is of even degree. Then from the inductive assumption, we have
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rdk  fsgnpkf x0 ÿ 2 sgnpkf x1  2 sgnpkf x2      ÿ1mÿ1
 2 sgnpkf xmÿ1  ÿ1msgnpkf xmg
 ÿ1mÿ1sgnqk1: 5:14
Now from (5.13), it follows that xi; i  0; 1; . . . ;mÿ 1; ak1 are the real, non-
negative, distinct finite zeros of qk1f x with odd multiplicities. Let us assume
that xl < ak1 < xl1. Then from (5.12) and (5.13), we have
sgnpkf xi  sgnpk1f xi; i  0; 1; . . . ; l;
sgnpkf xi  ÿ sgnpk1f xi; i  l 1; l 2; . . . ;m;
sgnpk1f ak1  0;
sgnqk1  ÿ sgnqk11:
5:15
Since rdk1  rdk, using (5.14) and (5.15), we obtain
rdk1  fsgnpk1f x0 ÿ 2 sgnpk1f x1  2 sgnpk1f x2
     ÿ1l2 sgnpk1f xl  ÿ1l1
 2 sgnpk1f ak1  ÿ1l22 sgnpk1f xl1      ÿ1m
 2 sgnpk1f xmÿ1  ÿ1m1
 sgnpk1f xmg  ÿ1msgnqk11;
which shows that the first expression of (5.1) is true for dk1s of even degree.
The second expression of (5.1), corresponding to dk1s of odd degree, can be
verified by proceeding along exactly the same lines. This completes the in-
duction argument and hence the proof. 
Theorem 5.2. Let ds be a given real polynomial of degree n with no roots at the
origin. Let 0 < x1 < x2 <    < xmÿ1 be the real, non-negative, distinct finite
zeros of pf x with odd multiplicities. Also define xm  1. Then
rd 
ÿf2 sgnqf x1 ÿ 2 sgnqf x2      ÿ1mÿ2
2sgnqf xmÿ1gÿ1m
sgnp1 if n is even;
ÿf2 sgnqf x1 ÿ 2 sgnqf x2      ÿ1mÿ2
2 sgnqf xmÿ1  ÿ1mÿ1sgnqf xmg  ÿ1m
sgnp1 if n is odd:
8>>>>>>><>>>>>>:
5:16
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6. The generalized Hermite–Biehler theorem: no restriction on root locations
Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 presented in the last section require that the poly-
nomial ds have no roots at the origin. In this section, we provide a refinement
of Theorem 5.1 whereby the presence of roots of ds at the origin can be
handled.
Theorem 6.1. Let ds be a given real polynomial of degree n with a root at the
origin of multiplicity k. Let 0 < x1 < x2 <    < xmÿ1 be the real, positive,
distinct finite zeros of qf x with odd multiplicities. Also define x0  0, xm  1
and denote pkx0  dk=dxkpxjxx0 . Then
rd 
fsgnpkx0 ÿ 2 sgnpf x1  2 sgnpf x2      ÿ1mÿ1
2 sgnpf xmÿ1  ÿ1msgnpf xmg  ÿ1mÿ1
sgnq1 if n is even;
fsgnpkx0 ÿ 2 sgnpf x1  2 sgnpf x2      ÿ1mÿ1
2 sgnpf xmÿ1g  ÿ1mÿ1
sgnq1 if n is odd:
8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
6:1
Proof. Since ds has a root of multiplicity k at the origin, we can write
ds  skd0s;
where d0s is a real polynomial of degree n0 with no roots at the origin. Define
d0jx  p0x  jq0x; and djx  px  jqx:
The proof can be completed by considering four dierent cases, namely k  4l,
k  4l 1, k  4l 2 and k  4l 3. Due to space limitations, and the fact
that each of these cases is handled by proceeding along similar lines, we do not
treat all of the cases here. Instead, we focus on a representative case, say
k  4l 1, and provide a detailed treatment for it.
Now, for k  4l 1, we have
djx  px  jqx;
 ÿ x4l1q0x  jx4l1p0x:
First let us assume that n0 is even. Then, from Theorem 5.2, we have
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rd0  ÿ f2 sgnq0f x1 ÿ 2 sgnq0f x2
     ÿ1mÿ22 sgnq0f xmÿ1g  ÿ1msgnp01; 6:2
where 0 < x1 < x2 <    < xmÿ1 are the real, non-negative, distinct finite zeros
of p0f x with odd multiplicities.
Define x0 : 0.
Since
px  ÿx4l1q0x; p4l1x0  ÿ4l 1!q0x0  0
and
qx  x4l1p0x;
we have
sgnp4l1x0  0; 6:3
sgnq0f xi  ÿsgnpf xi; i  1; 2; . . . ;m; 6:4
sgnp01  sgnq1: 6:5
Since n0 is even and k  4l 1, it follows that n is odd. Moreover, since
rd  rd0, using (6.2)–(6.5), we have
rd  fsgnpkx0 ÿ 2 sgnpf x1  2 sgnpf x2
     ÿ1mÿ12 sgnpf xmÿ1g  ÿ1mÿ1sgnq1; 6:6
which shows that the second expression of (6.1) holds for ds of odd degree.
The first expression of (6.1), corresponding to ds of even degree or equiva-
lently n0 odd, can be verified by proceeding along exactly the same lines. 
We conclude this section by presenting the following example to verify
Theorem 6.1.
Example 6.1. Consider the real polynomial
ds  s3s2  12s2  5sÿ 3s2  s 1:
Substituting s  jx, we have djx  px  jqx, where
px  x12 ÿ 5x10 ÿ 3x8  17x6 ÿ 10x4
and
qx  2x11 ÿ 17x9  43x7 ÿ 43x5  15x3:
The real, positive finite zeros of qf x with odd multiplicities are x1  1:22474
and x2 

5
p
. Also define x0  0 and x3  1. Hence, sgnp3x0  0,
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sgnpf x1  ÿ1, sgnpf x2  0, and sgnpf x3  1. Since ds is of even
degree and with a root at the origin of multiplicity 3, from formula (6.1), it
follows that
rd  fsgnp3x0 ÿ 2sgnpf x1  2sgnpf x2
ÿ sgnpf x3g  ÿ12sgnq1
 0 2 0ÿ 1  1:
This agrees with the value obtained from visual inspection of the factored form
of ds, so that Theorem 6.1 is verified.
7. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have presented generalizations of the Hermite–Biehler
Theorem applicable to not necessarily Hurwitz polynomials. These results are
not of mere academic interest and can be used for solving important stabili-
zation problems in control theory. Indeed, a special case of these results has
been successfully used in [8,9] to obtain new results on P, PI and PID stabi-
lization.
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